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Open Brief / Open Letter
 NLF-behavior

to

Paul mcCartney in Political corruption  

Paul mcCartney: 'Does he contribute to genocide or not?   

5 september  2008

Paul,

Some of my emails to Gaza - and Unknown places - did arrive.
Hopefully in time, so local residents will understand war-makers-activities in Europe. 

I shall not publish my furious NLF-business email to you here.
You may publish it.

I asked you to inform the public about the way the Israel-concert is financed.
When you get payed by members of parliament - who were recently send home due to 
corruption and have to appear in court for it -  you are being used as a Tool to cover up for 
war-making in the Middle East. 

The EU-war-makers-system comes on top of it.

Local residents who are too poor to defend themselves are being manipulated into lawless 
lives and death.

When you accept this, you do not want to implement NLFs to protect Young adults.
In that scenario you want to be an EU-war-maker too!

NoLandmines.UK is not smart enough to handle the new politicial climate that occurred due to 
Georgia and corruption within the UN related to ICC.

Both - you &  NoLandmines -  are not civilized enough to talk about the situation with me. 
As if you know 'everything' about ICC....

When becomes clear that the Israel-concert is financed with blood-money   - and people have 
to die for you -  I am going to kick you out of NLF, as an official war-criminal.

 
I don't mind if you want to committ suïcide, but you have NO right to endanger 

individuals' lives with your Celebrity-attitude. 

You have No right to misuse your contribution to NLF as a cloak for  your war-crimes. 

I send you this letter signed by mail, today.

Desiree

How  many fantasy- & life-bubbles does Heather have today?
How many  have you!?
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